12 JUNE 2017

POLAND AROUND
LOOKING FOR
HOME

THE SOUND OF SILENCE

In Janowiek castle
at 9:30 am
WHAT DO WE
DO AT NIGHT?

You can vote!!
LOTTERY

In the afternoon participants went by walking to the place where
they continue their way by bus which took them to the other side
of river. In that place organisers made a surprise for participants as
kayaks where waiting for them. After some minutes all participants
together with organisers where on kayaks in the river . Their main
assignment where to get back to the place near hostel. Participants
did kayaking for about three hours and all of them enjoyed it.
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GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

" All people need is
love <3"

"Agniezska you are very
funny. We love you"

"You have to come to
the vives at 3 am"
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During
the
morning all
people have to
give the gifts from
their countries to
Janush, because
in the afternoon
we have the
lottery!!

11 JUNE 2017

DIFFERENT POINT OF
(INTER)VIEW
1. If you had a chance to change something in the
project, what that would be?
Vova: breakfast
Adrian: More free time
Noemi: Dinner time
2. Who is your role-model?

LET'S PLAY WITH THE
LANGUAGES!

Vova: Elon Musk (CEO Tesla Motors, SpaceX) smae
values as me
Adrian: None

On Sunday morning during first
session participants were told to
make a group consisting of two
people from various countries. Their
task was to teach each other five
words. Afterwards their eyes were
tied and participants were brought
to outside and were told to find
their partners with the help of the
words they were learnt.

Noemi: My father as he is hardworking and
responsible person; Agniezska
3. What do you want to achieve by the end of the
project?
Vova: More friends as a source to be connected
between the countries. Friendship for cooperation.
The network for bringing big change in the word.
Adrian: Improve English to be more confident and
new friends for future
Noemi: Improve my communication with people,
know more cultures, be less shy.

IT'S PLAY TIME (ANSWERS)
1. What's the name of the chicken? CHAKO
2. What's the capital of Poland? WARSAW
3. Who was the first "friend" of the chicken? ALVARO
4. How do Armenians say "hello"? BAREV
5. How do Italians say "thank you"? GRAZIE
6. What's the most populous city in Spain? MADRID
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